
Face to Face with Zoo Animals
The ‘baby animal zoo’

Picture from Berlin’s ‘baby animal zoo’ around 1933. (AZGB. All rights reserved.)

A cheetah surrounded by young goats, lambs, and piglets? An unusual sight.

This photo from Berlin Zoo shows a phenomenon that no longer exists but that

was extremely popular in the : the ‘baby animal zoo’ (Tierkinderzoo). Its

successor, the petting zoo, can still be found in many zoos today. But does

anyone today know that bear and lion cubs used to be kept there, too?

In summer 1931, the zoo organised its first special show with juvenile animals.

What made it so special was that the fenced-in facility, which visitors had to pay

entry to visit, was occupied not just by the juveniles of native domestic breeds

but also by little predators from Europe and Africa that visitors could feed, pat,

pull onto their laps, and .
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The Funkwoche Berlin presents feeding exercises with a bear cub at Berlin Zoo, 19.05.1933.

What now seems perplexing, dangerous, and not very species-appropriate, was

such a big hit back then that there were even shortages in the supply of young

lions, tigers, and leopards.  This was because other zoos soon wanted to offer

their visitors similar attractions as well. “The great lion petting at the zoo”,

announced the Leipziger Tageszeitung newspaper on 8 November 1935.  At

Stellingen Zoo, the zoo director also saw how much young visitors loved

cuddling and petting lion cubs.  Demand for young animals remained high as

they would be much too big by the next summer and would have to be replaced. 

 were thus coveted on the market and came with a corresponding

price tag.  Zoos therefore took what they could get: “As we have already

discussed, exotic bears could be taken instead of the young predators in the

meantime and could perhaps later be exchanged for young predators”,  wrote

the  who supplied Berlin Zoo with young predators to its director.
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Picture of the ‘baby animal zoo’ from 1936. (AZGB. All rights reserved.)

The ‘baby animal zoo’ at Berlin Zoo was so popular that the zoo repeated it

many more times. The encounter between lamb and cheetah in the picture

shown at the beginning was thus no coincidence. Nor were meetings between

lambs, cheetah cubs, and human children. Predators are no longer kept

together with  like sheep or goats in Berlin or at any other German

zoos. What has remained are petting zoos with domestic animals. They do not

provide human children with any opportunities to directly interact with juvenile

predators, but this does not just benefit the animals but also prevents the image

being conveyed of predator babies as stuffed toys.

No restraint between human child and young predator, as the Heidelberger Tageblatt newspaper from

10.07.1932 shows in this photo.
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Footnotes

1. Correspondence and advertising materials for the ‘baby animal zoo’, 1931-1934 in AZGB, O 0/1/61, 138 und 201; L. Ruhe to Berlin

Zoo, 03.02.1931, AZGB O 3/2/1.↩

2. “Großes Löwenstreicheln im Zoo”. Leipziger Tageszeitung 08.11.1935.↩

3. Hildegard Zukowsky. “Löwenprinzchen.” CHITuMW 1, no. 6 (1926): 132-134, quoted in: Nastasja Klothmann. Gefühlswelten im

Zoo: Eine Emotionsgeschichte 1900-1945. Bielefeld: transcript, 2015: 291.↩

4. The zoo itself would not have had nearly enough animals to supply the children’s zoo. The zoo shared the earnings with the

animal dealer.↩

5. L. Ruhe to Berlin Zoo, 03.02.1931, AZGB O 3/2/1.↩
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